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Concealment Express LLC, the 100% made in the USA Holster Brand, Introduces 
Consumers to the Latest in Concealed Holsters & Accessories  

Brand produces High-Quality, Precision Crafted Holsters Designed and Engineered in the Heart of Florida 
 
(Jacksonville, Fla.) -- Founded in 2014, Concealment Express is the leading concealed            
holster and firearm accessory company in the United States. Concealment Express           
pride themselves on producing the best KYDEX holsters in the industry all designed and              
manufactured in Jacksonville, Florida. With an emphasis on USA made, precision           
crafted products, designed and engineered in-house, Concealment Express creates         
their products using a proprietary manufacturing process that rapidly decreases          
production lead time, allowing consumers to get their hands on the highest-quality            
KYDEX holsters faster.  Speed is quite literally in their name. 
 
“When we started Concealment Express our goal was to produce the best KYDEX             
holsters possible while creating manufacturing jobs in America. We truly disrupted the            
industry by developing a proprietary in-house manufacturing process that allows us to            
eliminate the typical two to six week lead time that plagued other holster manufacturers.              
In doing so, we were able to expand the business rapidly while leading to the               
expansion of our team and employing more jobs in the manufacturing industry” said             
company leadership. 
 
Unlike their competitors, Concealment Express pride themselves on 100% USA          
manufacturing, design, engineering and production. The company employs dozens of          
hard working employees in the heart of Jacksonville - including expert craftsmen who             
hand make the brand’s holsters. All of the equipment and materials sourced and used in               
the Concealment Express manufacturing process are American made.  
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Using high quality materials, components and American craftsmanship, every         
Concealment Express holster is formed over a proprietary, precision aluminum mold.           
The molds are CAD designed and milled in house to ensure the consistency, fit, quality,               
durability, lightness, comfort and uniformity of the features for each and every holster             
made, regardless of the firearm it is for. Each of Concealment Express’s holsters are              
designed specifically to conform to any body type, are comfortable enough for everyday             
use and easy to conceal no matter the attire. Furthermore, their holsters are made of               
KYDEX, allowing for optimal comfort while wearing. 
 
Rapidly expanding over the past year, Concealment Express offers consumers a wide            
variety of gun holsters and accessories including IWB KYDEX Holsters, Tuckable           
Holsters, OWB Paddle Holsters, Hybrid Tuckable Holsters, Magazine Holsters, Claw          
Kits and more. Concealment Express produces right handed, left handed and           
ambidextrous holsters for most major firearm brands including 1911, Beretta, Bersa,           
Browning, Canik, CZ, FNH, Glock, Heckler & Koch, IWI, Kahr, Kel-Tec, Kimber, Ruger,             
SCCY, Sig Sauer, Smith & Wesson, Springfield, Taurus and Walther. Concealment           
Express plans to launch custom and new products in the coming months as well as               
expand their lifestyle offering.  
 

### 
 
ABOUT CONCEALMENT EXPRESS  
Founded in 2014, Concealment Express is the leading concealed holster and firearm            
accessory company in the United States. Concealment Express pride themselves on           
producing the best KYDEX holsters in the industry all designed and manufactured in             
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Jacksonville, Florida. With an emphasis on USA made, precision crafted products,           
designed and engineered in-house, Concealment Express creates their products using          
a proprietary manufacturing process that rapidly decreases production lead time,          
allowing consumers to get their hands on the highest-quality KYDEX holsters faster. 
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